Frank Sinatra and the Hoboken Four
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All photographs and film of Frank Sinatra courtesy of Frank Sinatra Enterprises and the Sinatra Family Archive

 Getty Images. PALM SPRINGS, CA - FEBRUARY 15: Singer Frank Sinatra attends Frank, His Friends and His Food Valentine Love-In on February 15, 1980 at the Canyon Hotel in Palm Springs, California. (Photo by Ron Galella/WireImage)

All photographs and film of Frank Sinatra courtesy of Frank Sinatra Enterprises and the Sinatra Family Archive
Pop singer Frank Sinatra poses for a portrait wearing a hat in circa 1922. Photo by Michael Ochs Archives/Getty Images

FRANK SINATRA -- Pictured: Singer/actor Frank Sinatra in 1949 -- (Photo by: NBC/NBCU Photo Bank via Getty Images)

Courtesy of Albert Fischer
Getty Images. 25-yr-old Frank Sinatra poised at mike, singing As Time Goes By at Riobamba nightclub. (Photo by Herbert Gehr/The LIFE Images Collection/Getty Images)
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